
This is the list of equipment which we use every week. Materials for every week are 

listed separately.  

1. 2 pieces of a small-bubble, one sided (bubbles on one side on the wrap) bubble-wrap 

approx. 80cm x 80cm (32”x 32”).  

2. Piece of net curtain or tulle, size no less than 50cm x 50cm (20”x 20”).  

3. Three pieces of plastic for a fish body resist, size of each 50 cm x 50cm (20”x 20”).  

approx. I use laminate floor underlay, but any smooth plastic can be used to make a 

resist (template for the body of the fish). 

4. 3-4 small pieces of bubble-wrap approx. 40cm x 40cm (16”x 16”) each (or long 

strips) for stuffing fish while felting. They may be old, well used, with holes, 

awkward shape, etc. If you do not have spare pieces of bubble wrap some thin plastic 

shopping bags could be used instead. Just be sure that there are no bright prints on 

them. The paint could run and ruin your piece. 

5. Sprinkler or clean, plastic milk container with holes punched in the lid. 

6. Soapy water or bar of soap, whatever you use for felting. 

7. Rolling pipe at least 80 cm (32”) long – plastic foam pipe/broom handle / pool noodle 

/ length of foam pipe insulation or some wooden pole.  

8. Sharp scissors.  

9. A few (5-8) small hard balls, like table tennis (ping-pong) balls, golf balls. The 

quality of the balls doesn’t matter, they could be dented or misshaped but without 

cracks or sharp edges. I believe you could get them cheap from some shops (charity, 

pound shops, thrifty shops and so on) 

10. A permanent marker/ pen that will write on plastic. 

11. A piece of thin clear plastic (dust sheets, used by decorators to protect furniture will 

do fine). Size is 40 (16”) cm square at least.  

12. Small kitchen towels or a roll of paper towels for stuffing and drying the fish. 

13.  Large towel for your work and small towel to dry your hand. 

14. Felting needle. 

15. Needle and white cotton/synthetic thread. 

16. Bamboo mat or bamboo blind or sushi mat. 

17. Optional: Large thick needle (darning needle), Bar of soap. 

 


